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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I’m pleased to submit the annual report of the fire department for 2018 with an abbreviated
report of 2017. Due to problems with our records management software, we were unable to
issue a full report in 2017. This problem has been rectified with the purchase of a new records
management system. This gives our management team all of the tools to measure our service
in order to assure that we are delivering our service at the optimum level while adhering to our
annual budget.
I would direct your attention to the chart on page 13 that shows an increase in emergency
responses of 1708 or 15% since 2013. The chart also shows an increase in emergency medical
responses of 904 or 11% over the same period. Though there is much discussion about the
reduction of fires nationally, our response to actual structure fires has remained essentially
unchanged during this time.
The staffing of an ambulance at station 7 has been a topic of this summary since 2015. In both
2017 and 2018 we added 2 additional paramedics (4 total) to staff 2 of the 3 shifts. As a result,
our metrics indicate that the response time for paramedic response in the district have declined
and are trending towards meeting the National Standard as designated by the National Fire
Protection Association. As I write this summary in 2019, we have reassigned two personnel
from staff positions to staff the final shift.
From a facilities standpoint, the time has come to begin the process of replacing stations 1
(1929) and 3 (1937) into a combined new headquarters/station 3 somewhere in the Broadway
District Corridor. These stations are old, with many critical code compliance deficiencies and do
not fit the functional need of the firefighters assigned to these stations. Should the new public
safety building move forward, we are still committed to moving our station 1 administrative
offices into that building but cannot delay the move indefinitely.
In 2017 the department identified a major gap in our response capabilities in the area of Active
Threat Response. As a result, the department started working closely with the Police
Department to define our roles, establish protocols, train, and establish unified command
between our departments. This effort began in 2017, continued through 2018 and is ongoing in
2019. Part of the gap that was identified was that our fire personnel did not have ballistic gear
for personal protection in responding to various kinds of threats that were identified.
Fortunately, through the philanthropic actions of a citizen family, we were able to purchase the
vests as well as ballistic helmets for all on-duty personnel as well as personnel assigned to
special events. The donation totaled over $100,000.
Our personnel remain committed to the professional delivery of emergency service and public
education while being great servants of the public.

Fire Chief David W. Litton
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MISSION STATEMENTS
City of Green Bay Mission Statement
The City of Green Bay is a proud community dedicated to
enhancing the quality of life for all residents, businesses, and
employees through diligent management of our assets and
wise investment in our strategic growth.
We value our history, our citizens, our diversity, our
businesses,
our
workforce,
our
volunteers,
our
neighborhoods, our downtown, and our waterfront.

Green Bay Metro Fire Department Mission Statement
The mission of the Green Bay Metro Fire Department is to
protect and educate our community, show compassion to all,
and continue the honored tradition and dedication of the fire
service.

Village of Allouez Mission Statement
WE ARE “TO BE A RESPONSIVE, MUNICIIPAL GOVERNMENT
WHICH PROVIDES EFFICIENT AND COST EFFECTIVE SERVICES TO
A MATURE RESIDENTAL COMMUNITY.”
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2018 TABLE OF ORGANIZATION
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PERSONNEL CHANGES
2017 Promotions
Promoted to Captain
Lieutenant Ronald Roberts, effective January 5, 2017
Lieutenant Bernie Carwardine, effective February 17, 2017
Private Jordan Waack, effective June 12, 2017
Promoted to Lieutenant
Engineer Karl Linsmeier, effective January 5, 2017
Engineer Andy Zimonick, effective February 1, 2017
Engineer Michael Ireland, effective March 13, 2017
Engineer Jeff Jackovich, effective March 13, 2017
Engineer Todd Coolman, effective June 2, 2017
Engineer Dan Chatham, effective June 6, 2017
Promoted to Engineer
Firefighter Keith Dougherty, effective January 5, 2017
FF Keith Zaidel, effective February 1, 2017
FF Eric Jeltema, effective February 17, 2017
FF Ray Fuiten, effective March 13, 2017
FF Nate Timm, effective March 13, 2017
FF Rob Paul, effective June 2, 2017
FF Curtis DeQuaine, effective June 6, 2017
FF Brent TeKulve, effective October 1, 2017
New Employees – Hired April 3, 2017.
FF Dennis Jolly

FF Patrick Peterson

FF Micah Roddy

FF Curtis Halbach

FF John Decker

FF Jacob Heiman

FF Mark Mattson

FF Garrett Wenzel

FF Tyler Sanftleben

FF Daniel Alderfer

FF Benedict Felckowski
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2018 PROMOTIONS
Promoted to Assistant Chief
Battalion Chief Ryan Gibbons, effective December 21, 2018
Promoted to Battalion Chief
Lieutenant Anthony Piontek, effective October 1, 2018
Promoted to Lieutenant
Engineer Kyle Koch, effective April 28, 2018
Engineer Chad Allen, effective October 1, 2018
Captain Dustin Ridings, effective December 22, 2018
Promoted to Engineer
FF Cory Zegers, effective April 28, 2018
FF Jerame Schueler, effective October 1, 2018
FF Brad Berth, effective December 22, 2018

2017 Retirements
Keith Bassett retired on October 1, 2017 after 18 years of service.
Captain Bryan Becker retired on January 5, 2017 after 25 years of service.
Administrative Clerk Gail Josephson retired on June 1, 2017 after 43 years of service.
Captain Tom Malecki retired on February 17, 2017 after 27 years of service.
Lieutenant Jim Weeks retired on June 1, 2017 after 19 years of service.

2018 Retirements
Assistant Chief Chris Ehmann retired on December 21, 2018 after 25 years of service.
Lieutenant Rob Gering retired on June 23, 2018 after 23 years of service.
Captain Robert Linck retired on December 22, 2018 after 26 years of service.
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2017 Resignations
FF Matthew Gilanyi resigned on May 3, 2017.

2018 Resignations
FF Chase Kremer resigned on January 3, 2018.
FF Scott Buresh resigned on April 6, 2018.
Administrative Clerk Jillian Holtger resigned on May 3, 2018.
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2018 APPARATUS AND RIG INVENTORY
UNIT ID
Engine 421
Engine 431
Engine 441
Engine 451
Engine 461
Engine 471
Engine 481
Engine 491
Engine 492
Engine 493
Ladder 421
Ladder 461
Ladder 491
Ambulance 421
Ambulance 431
Ambulance 451
Ambulance 461
Ambulance 471
Ambulance 481
Ambulance 491
Ambulance 492
Ambulance 493
Ambulance 494
Battalion Chief 411
Battalion Chief 431
Battalion Chief 491
Utility 411
Pick up 10
MSU 10
Engine 482
Water Rescue421
Haz Mat 451
Haz Mat 452
Rescue 441
Chief 401
Chief 402
Chief 403
408
405
496
412
Command Vehicle
Water Rescue Boat
Marine 1
FM411-Fire Inv.
406
407
405
VAN411
EMS 1
EMS 2
Fire 3
Foam 1
Foam 2

YEAR
2016
2012
2009
2018
2015
2009
2007
2006
2004
2002
2010
2010
2005
2016
2018
2018
2017
2012
2017
2010
2011
2014
2014
2016
2017
2009
2018
2010
1999
2012
2008
2000
1991
2005
2016
2016
2016
2014
2008
2011
2008
2011
2013
2015
2001
2011
2005
2008
2008
2015
2018
2002
2004
2008

MAKE/MODEL
Pierce/Velocity
Pierce Arrow XT
Custom Fire/Spartan
EOne Typhoon
Pierce Velocity
Custom Fire/Spartan
Pierce/Quantum
Pierce Enforcer
Pierce/Dash
Pierce/Dash
Pierce/Arrow XT
Pierce/Arrow XT
Pierce/Dash XT
Wheeled Coach/Chev
Lifeline/Ford F450
Lifeline/Ford F550
Lifeline/Ford F550
Wheeled Coach/Chev
Lifeline/Ford F550
Medtec/Chev
Medtec/Chev
Lifeline/Chev
Lifeline/Chev
Chevrolet/Silverado
Chevrolet/Silverado
Ford Expedition
Chevrolet 2500
Chev. Silv. 2500HD
Chevrolet 2500
Pierce/Ford
Ford Superduty
3-D/Freightliner
Nissan UD 1800
Chevy. Kodiak/Trailer
Ford Explorer
Ford Explorer
Ford Explorer
Chevrolet Traverse LS
Chevrolet Trailblazer
Dodge Journey
Ford Explorer
Ford F-750
Zodiac Inflatable
Lake Assault
Taylor Made/Ford E450
Chevrolet Colorado PU
Chevrolet Yukon XL
Town& Country
Chevrolet Express Van
Medstat 500 UTV
Gravely UTV
JD Gator 6x2
United Plastics Fab
Foam Hauling Trailer
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NOTES
1500 gpm/750 gals.
1500 gpm/750 gals.
1500 gpm/750 gals.
1500 gpm/750 gals.
1500 gpm/750 gals.
1250 gpm/750 gals.
1250 gpm/750 gals.
1250 gpm/750 gals
1250 gpm/750 gals.
1500 gpm/750 gals.
100-foot platform
100-foot platform
105-foot ladder
ALS Ambulance
ALS Ambulance
ALS Ambulance
ALS Ambulance
ALS Ambulance
ALS Ambulance
Unstaffed
Unstaffed
Unstaffed
Unstaffed
Command vehicle
Command vehicle
Unstaffed
Unstaffed
Maintenance Shop
Maintenance Shop
250 gpm/200 gals.
Unstaffed
Unstaffed
Unstaffed
Unstaffed
Admin
Admin
Admin
Staff Vehicle
Staff vehicle
Staff vehicle
Staff Vehicle
Unstaffed
12-foot
28-foot
Unstaffed
Staff Vehicle
Staff Vehicle
Staff Vehicle
Unstaffed
Special Event
Special Event
Special Event
Unstaffed
Unstaffed

STATUS
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Active
Active
Reserve
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Active
Active
Reserve
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

OPERATIONS DIVISION
Assistant Chief Robert Goplin

The operations division of the Green Bay Metro Fire Department is tasked with protecting the
lives and property of the citizens in our jurisdiction, which includes the City of Green Bay and
the Village of Allouez. In 2018 Green Bay Metro Fire Department operations personnel
responded to 13,376 calls for assistance.
The operations division is responsible for managing all emergency responses and requests for
assistance that come to the department through the Brown County Public Safety
Communications Center. These calls for assistance cover many disciplines, all of which require
specialized training for all personnel. The department responds to and trains for EMS, Fire,
Hazardous Materials, Water Rescue, Rope Rescue, Collapse Rescue, Trench Rescue, Carbon
Monoxide, and general assistance incidents.

2018 Response Data
Call volume for 2018 increased by slightly more than 3% over 2017, and 6.5% over 2016. EMS
continues to be the primary need that the Department responds to. While fires are a smaller
percentage of responses, the economic impact of fires is significant. An unchecked fire can
cause millions of dollars in damage in a short period of time which is why a quick and efficient
response is vital.

EMS/Rescue
Service Call
Good Intent
Fire Alarm/Other Alarm
Hazardous Condition
Fire
Other
Rupture/Explosion
Severe Weather

2013
8388
1061
830
516
309
278
267
17
2

2014
8526
791
809
593
261
267
286
15
0

2015
8942
990
903
536
308
277
266
25
5

2016
8998
1152
992
537
307
237
273
14
1

2017
9166
1415
1058
528
311
241
219
17
9

TOTAL

11668 11548 12252 12511 12964 13376
*"Overall Change" is shown from 2013 to 2018
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2018
9292
1561
1282
592
305
251
62
21
10

Overall
Change
11%
47%
54%
15%
-1%
-10%
-77%
24%
400%
15%

2018 Incidents

Figure 1 April Blizzard
Figure 2 Car Accident, Packerland at West Point

Figure 3 Main Street Flooding

Figure 4 Main Street Flooding

Figure 5 Fisk Street Apartment Fire

Figure 6 Duplex Fire on Beech Tree Drive
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NFPA 1710
EMS Response
Section 4.1.2.3.3 allows 1 minute and 4 seconds of “alarm processing” time. This
is the amount of time the 911 center has to gather information and dispatch the
fire department.
Section 4.1.2.1(2) then allows the fire department 1 minute of “turnout time”, or
time to get to the vehicle and start responding.
Section 4.1.2.1(6) then states that a first responder with an Automatic External
Defibrillator (AED) must arrive within 4 minutes “travel time”.
In total, the standard allows 6 minutes and 4 seconds from the time the 911 call is
answered to the time qualified emergency personnel arrive.
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NFPA 1710
Fire Response
Section 4.1.2.3.3 allows 1 minute and 4 seconds of “alarm processing” time. This
is the amount of time the 911 center has to gather information and dispatch the
fire department.
Section 4.1.2.1(2) then allows the fire department 1 minute and 20 seconds of
“turnout time”, or time to don gear and get to the vehicle and start responding.
Section 4.1.2.1(6) then states that the first engine company must arrive within 4
minutes “travel time”.
In total, the standard allows 6 minutes and 24 seconds from the time the 911 call
is answered to the time qualified emergency personnel arrive.
There are multiple causal factors affecting response times, including geographic
size of the district, traffic, weather, time of day, and whether or not the apparatus
is in the station when the incident occurs.
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The numbers reflect the population density and the demographics of the districts.

The above chart illustrates the number of calls for service by unit. You will note
the increase in Med 471’s responses. In the 2016 annual report, this unit
responded to only 186 calls as it was only staffed on days when we had
personnel above minimum staffing levels. 2019 will be the first year in which Med
471 is fully staffed to meet the increasing needs on the far east side.
*NOTE: MED 471 was not staffed on one shift in 2018, thus the lower incident volume
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The previous three charts illustrate the unpredictable nature of our
business. The number of calls by the day of the week can fluctuate from
year to year. While Friday was not the busiest day of the week for total
calls, it was our busiest day of the week for building fires in 2018.
The calls by time of day chart shows that while there is an expected
variance in call volume during the early hours of the day, the numbers are
still significant and show a consistent need for our services around the
clock.
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Non-EMS Calls

While EMS is approximately 75% of our emergencies, there are a multitude of other reasons
why our citizens may need our assistance. In addition to fire responses, the above chart shows
how varied these calls can be and why we need to be masters of many disciplines.
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Facilities
The Assistant Chief of Operations is responsible for Fire Department facilities. This includes
maintenance and repair, as well as renovation and improvement. The facilities are listed in the
chart below. Station 8 is owned and maintained by the Village of Allouez as per the 2012
merger agreement.

2018 expenditures per building are shown in the chart below. Illustrated are all expenditures for
the year which are a combination of maintenance, repairs, and improvements.

Facility maintenance and upkeep is an ongoing challenge when you consider the age of many
of our buildings. Additionally, Station 5 experienced a severe flood in 2018, resulting in over
$600,000 in damages that is not reflected in the chart above, $100,000 of which was paid by the
city for the insurance deductible. While over $500,000 in repairs or upgrades to Station 1 were
identified in a 2015 study, most of these are being delayed while the City contemplates the
construction of a new Public Safety Headquarters.
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Operations Division Project Areas
Active Threat Response
Engineer Tyler Gerrits
FBI data shows that Active Threat/Shooter and Hostile event trends have been steadily on the
rise since the year 2000. Since that time, there have been numerous recommendations by
various agencies such as the Department of Homeland Security, FBI, Committee for Tactical
Emergency Casualty Care, and Advanced Law Enforcement Rapid Response Training
(ALERRT) to prepare for such events. These agencies all suggest some common goals; train
responders for an integrated (Law Enforcement/Fire/EMS) response which includes providing
expedited medical care to victims by all responders in the chain of survival. NFPA 3000, Active
Shooter Hostile Event Response, mirrors these recommendations.
The GBMFD has taken a proactive approach toward preparing and training for such an event in
our community. Starting in 2016, the GBMFD training and operations division began an active
threat response initiative. In 2017 the planning phase included partnering with the Green Bay
Police Department to identify an effective training concept and access target hazards within our
city. In 2018 the active threat response training plan was implemented by both departments.
This plan included identifying trainers from both departments to be placed on special
assignments focusing solely on active threat response.
In early May 2018, the GBMFD identified one person from within the ranks to fill a yearlong
special assignment working out of Station 1.
A trainer was selected based off of the
candidates’ considerable knowledge of “Tactical Combat/Emergency Casualty Care”,
understanding of “Rescue Task Force” concepts, and his/her familiarity with ballistic gear and
military/police style weaponry.
The departments training commenced on May 18th following an equipment analysis, training
status review within Brown County and GBMFD, and development of a training timeline. Both
GBMFD and GBPD trainers worked closely to ensure that lessons were consistent with current
trends and adhered to both departments’ objectives and SOG’s.
A Crawl, Walk, Run approach was used to train these new concepts. Members were introduced
to active threat response by reviewing current trends; recent attacks/associated casualty
numbers, and identifying the requirements for an effective response. Due to the nature of this
type of response, it is classified as a High Risk/Low Frequency event (figure 1). HR/LF events
are the most dangerous due to lack of previous experience by responders combined with little to
no decision making time during the event. Preparation for a response of this magnitude can
only be accomplished thru effective hands on scenario based training.
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Response tasks were broken down into instructional sessions that could be easily accomplished
in 15min – 4 hour sessions while on duty. Various delivery methods were used including video
conferencing, computer based, station visits for didactic and hands on training, and scenario
based responses to varying locations around the city. Green Bay Police Instructors were
integrated often to foster an environment of cohesive response.
The “Crawl” phase consisted of the following topics:















Current SOG Review
NFPA 3000 Review
Terms and Definitions
Rescue Task Force Concepts
Patient Movement Techniques (Figure 7&8)
Tactical Movement
Cover and Concealment
Triage
Tactical Emergency Casualty Care
Transport Considerations and Methods
Statistics and Trends
Ballistic Gear Familiarization (Figure 9&10)
Communications and Initial Response
New Medical Equipment Familiarization

Figure 7

Figure 9

Figure 8

Figure 10

The “Walk” training phase is currently ongoing
with increasing complexities added during each
training event. Simulated medical scenarios are
conducted to familiarize responders to austere
conditions, new trauma skills, and mass
casualty situations. Various FD/PD integrated drills have been conducted which simulate the
initial response actions taken by PD that evolve into a coordinated unified response from both
agencies. These joint response simulations include topics such as:








Responding unit Staging
Scene Management and Size-up
Initial medical actions at the point of injury and evacuation care to definitive care
Formulation of Rescue Task Force groups (Figure 11)
Establishment of the Unified Command Structure
Communication and Coordination
Wound Care and Junctional Hemorrhage Control (Figure 12)

During most training events, the duties and roles of a “Rescue Task Force” were discussed to
maximize concept exposure. A Rescue Task Force (RTF) is a combination of fire and/or EMS
personnel and law enforcement that provide force protection. The RTF is assigned the following
tasks: threat-based care, triage, and extracting victims to a casualty collection point or other
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location. The RTF could also have other tactical objectives such as breaching, utility control,
managing building systems and fire control.
Figure 11

Figure 12

In addition to internal training, approximately 30 GBMFD members received external training
from several sources. Topics of instruction/courses include:








ALERRT – First Responder Medical Instructor Course
ALERRT – Active Attack Integrated Response Course
Texas A & M/ALERRT – Active Shooter Incident Management
Department of Homeland Security – Stop the Bleed
Citizenaid – Educator, School Administrator, Coaches – Safety and Bleeding Control
National Disaster Life Support Foundation – Triage
FEMA – Tactical Emergency Casualty Care

Throughout phases of training, various equipment was purchased or adjusted to facilitate an
effective response. Numerous pieces of military grade trauma equipment were introduced and
trained upon. An existing triage bag was expanded to meet the needs of Rescue Task Force
use. Figure 13 shows one of the bags that is in active use on all front line and reserve
apparatus. Brown County Mutual Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS) Division 112, in coordination
with GBMFD, local hospitals, and the Regional Trauma Advisory Committee (RTAC), also
fielded specialized trauma bags which were placed on every responding fire apparatus within
Brown County (Figure 14).
Figure 13

Equipment Inventory –
 75 sets of Body Armor and Ballistic Helmets (25 dedicated for
special events)
 25 Rescue Task Force / MCI trauma bags
 20 MABAS bleeding control kits
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1 Rapid Onset Violence Emergency
Response (ROVER) kit
Active Threat Tactical Worksheets
Incident Command Resource Binders

Figure 14

Training Statistics (May – December 31st)
 15 training events/topics
 149 formalized training sessions
 191 personnel trained
 1442 Training hours completed
 Avg. of 7.54 training hours per person
(.25 – 10.25 hr. range)
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Hazardous Materials Response Team
Battalion Chief Steve Sellin
The Green Bay Metro Fire Department Hazardous Materials Response Team received a donation in 2017
from one of our corporate partners in the Marine 1 program for Oil Spill Response on our waterways.
Koch Industries, through their subsidiaries Flint Hills and Georgia Pacific, donated 1000’ of oil
containment boom as well as $5000 for the purchase of a new 20’ trailer to carry the boom and
equipment. The HazMat Team now has 2600’ of containment boom on two trailers. The donated trailer is
large enough that we were able to build a wall and create an equipment room that stores all the anchors,
buoys and rope that are required for containment boom deployment. The HazMat Team also partnered
once again with TNT Salvage for training on boom deployment and spill containment in frozen waterway
conditions. As the shipments of fuels into the Port of Green Bay now occur year round, we must adapt our
response and learn new techniques to keep the waterways safe.
In 2018, the Haz Mat Team continued to serve as a Type II Team in the Northeast Region along with
partners Appleton Fire Department and Oshkosh Fire Department for the State of Wisconsin Hazardous
Materials Response Network. As a State of Wisconsin asset the team receives $45,072 a year in funding
through Wisconsin Emergency Management.
One response of note from 2018 occurred on November 17, 2018 when the Green Bay Police
Department responded to 1211 Redwood Drive for a disturbance. In the process of making arrests they
discovered a clandestine laboratory in the basement of the home. This individual was well known to
GBPD, and had made threats to them. Green Bay Metro Hazardous Materials Team assisted GBPD with
technical assistance, metering the area and identifying unknown materials found in the home.
The Green Bay Metro Fire Department Hazardous Materials Team formed a subcommittee along with the
Green Bay Metro Fire Department Rig committee to begin writing a specification to replace the current
HazMat 452 tractor that is over 25 years old.
The 2017-2019 Wisconsin State Budget contains $500,000 in State Hazardous Materials Teams
Equipment assistance. The Green Bay Metro Fire Department Hazardous Materials Team received a Rae
Systems Area Rae Pro RDK as well as a FLIR indentiFINDER R100. The Green Bay Metro Fire
Department paid a total of $68,931 and will be reimbursed $62,034 through a grant from Wisconsin
Emergency Management E-Grants. The balance of $6,897 is the cost of a Host Controller for the Area
Rae Pro RDK which will be paid from the Hazardous Materials Team Budget. The Area Rae Pro RDK
includes four wireless GPS enabled gas and radiation detectors that all report back to the Host Controller
up to two miles away. This system will allow us set up and monitor, hands free, a perimeter around a
scene in real time. With this system we will be able to set a monitoring perimeter around an area like
Lambeau
Field
and
constantly
monitor
for
Radiation, Volatile Organic
Compounds and Toxic
Industrial Chemicals. This
system can also link in the
four gas meters that the
Green Bay Metro Fire
Department
currently
carries on front line Engine
and Ladder Companies,
giving us even more
metering capabilities.
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The FLIR identiFINDER R100 we received will be a companion to the FLIR
identiFINDER R200 the Team purchased last year. The FLIR
identiFINDER R100 is a personal belt worn Radiation detector, dosimeter
and isotope identifier. It will determine if a radiation source is Medical,
Industrial or Military. Medical isotopes are very common in the medical
field for treatment of various diseases, but these medical sources will set
off radiation detectors the patient comes in contact with. These meters
allow us locate a radiation source patient in a crowd and identify the
source without the patient ever knowing they were being monitored. This
scenario plays out quite often in our operations at Lambeau Field.
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Pre-Incident Planning
Battalion Chief Mike VandenAvond
Pre incident planning is the process of gathering and recording information that could be critical
for first responders making life saving decisions at an incident. Property and lives can be
saved when the Incident Commander has access to this critical information about the building
and its contents. This information will include such things as gas/electrical shut offs, elevators,
mechanical rooms, roof access, and hazards. These preplans are then accessed by crews
through the on board computer in every responding apparatus.
In 2017 and 2018 pre plans followed the same format for entering them on the computer. Using
the satellite pictures and adding information to them has been working well. Crews have also
used drones to get a better overhead view of buildings. Crews continue to obtain site plans for
buildings so the pre plan is more detailed with an interior layout. This will be a helpful tool for
the Commander, so they know where in the building the crews are working. 2018 saw the
completion of another Lambeau field pre plan after all of the renovations. A plan was also
completed for Baird’s Creek to provide crews with better access points after numerous calls in
the parkway.
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Technical Rescue Team
Battalion Chief Steve Sellin
The Green Bay Metro Fire Department’s Technical Rescue Team/USAR (Urban Search and
Rescue) is made up of sixteen members who are specially trained in the areas of:






Structural Collapse Search and Rescue
High and Low Angle Rope Rescue
Confined Space Search and Rescue
Vehicle and Machinery Rescue
Trench Excavation Rescue

Technical Rescue/USAR is summoned for complex rescue operations. USAR involves the
location, rescue (extrication) and initial medical stabilization of victims in confined spaces or
areas out of reach of normal firefighting equipment. USAR is a multi-hazard discipline, as it may
be needed for a variety of emergencies or disasters, including storms/tornados, explosions,
earthquakes, floods, technological accidents, terrorist activities, and hazardous materials
releases.
The members are spread over all three shifts, and can be summoned off duty. The team’s
equipment is housed at Fire Station #4. The team meets monthly for training sessions on one
of the disciplines listed above.
The team conducts outreach to other City departments such as DPW, Parks, and Water who
have frequent exposure to confined spaces, trenches, working at heights, etc. The team
continues to build relationships with industrial partners, who also have exposures to situations
that may require a Technical Rescue response. This year with the help of the Technical Rescue
Team a department wide drill was conducted at Kadant Gran Tek, simulating a downed worker
in a storage bin.
The Green Bay Metro Fire Department is the primary responder for the member Fire
Departments of the Mutual Aid Box Alarm System MABAS Division 112 (Brown County). The
team continues its outreach with these departments. This year members trained at the Resch
Center in Ashwaubenon. Multiple rope rescue scenarios were used simulating possible rescue
needs of the stage rigging crews that are needed for performances at the Resch Center.
In 2017, five members of GBMFD’s USAR team also served on
Wisconsin Task Force 1 (WI-TF 1), which is the State operated USAR
team. WI-TF 1 was deployed twice in 2017. WI-TF 1 responded to
Cambria, WI on May 31 through June 2 for the Didion Corn Mill
explosion with subsequent building collapse. WI-TF 1 was able to
search the ruble, and locate all missing Didion personnel. WI-TF 1 was
also deployed to the State of Florida in anticipation of the destruction
from Hurricane Irma in July. The team from WI to GA before being
turned back as they were no longer needed.
In 2018, four GBMFD members served on WI-TF 1. WI-TF 1 held a 72
hour Operational Readiness Exercise in La Crosse, WI in September.
WI-TF 1 Didion Mill
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Members made simulated rescues of numerous school children lost in the bluffs and river of
Mississippi River system. Members from GBMFD as part of WI-TF 1 were deployed on 2
occasions this year to Southwestern Wisconsin where multiple rescues were made during the
fall flooding.

Turnout Gear
Battalion Chief Michael Vanden Avond
Green Bay Metro Fire Department continued to purchase its turnout gear through the value bid,
the largest purchasing consortium of gear in the state. Due to the purchasing power of the
value bid, we are able to get the pricing and service levels normally afforded much larger fire
departments.
With 2018’s budget, we continue to strive for
compliance with NFPA 1851 standard on
selection, care and maintenance of protective
ensembles for structural firefighting. The standard
mandates retirement of turnout gear ten years
from the date of manufacture. With the current
purchasing strategy, a members gear will spend
five years as their frontline gear and five as a
backup set. GBMFD buys 40 sets of gear a year.
A set of turnout out gear costs about $1,950.
In 2017, the GBMFD did numerous field tests of
different firefighting gear. These assessments
looked at comfort, durability, fit, and cost. The
department tested hoods and gloves.
We
examined a new hood that blocks dangerous
carcinogenic particles from skin contact following
fire ground exposures. These evaluations and
continued policy improvement will help our
Figure 7 Photo courtesy of Matthew Gerber, First In Photos
firefighters continue to stay healthy and safe.
In 2018 budget funding was also established to maintain the Gore Particulate Hood Ultra C6.
Wearing this hood protects against the potentially harmful carcinogenic particulates found on
the fire ground. With a generous donation in early 2018, the department was able to purchase
an additional particulate hood for every fire fighter while their primary is being laundered.
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Awards Committee
Battalion Chief Dave Kolz
The awards committee meets on an as needed basis to review award nominations that are
received from fire department members. Awards are given for exceptional acts in emergency
situations for both fire department personnel and citizens. The awards and medals for fire
department members are given at the annual promotion and awards dinner in January and the
citizen awards are given at the fire department recruit academy graduation held in May. 2018
GBMFD awards were as follows:
2017 Unit and Merit Citation awards were as follows:
Merit Citation
FF Rich Longcore
While off duty, GBMFD FF/Paramedic Longcore was a witness to and first on scene of a single
vehicle accident that ended as a double fatality. A vehicle traveling at a high rate of speed lost
control went airborne and crashed and landed upside down in a creek. Rich went into the
water, broke out a window, and with the assistance of responding units removed the trapped
occupants and assisted with care
Merit Citation
Capt. Joe Gabe – Fire Marshall Division
While investigating a fire at a residence, FM Gabe started to smell smoke and found a front
porch heavily involved in an unrelated fire. FM Gabe reentered the structure at a safe point,
notified all the residents including a young child in bed to exit the building and then proceeded to
put the fire out with a water can from his Fire Marshall vehicle preventing further structure
damage and loss of life. He was able to request additional fire units and GBPD and apprehend
the arsonist.
Unit Citation
Lad421 – Capt. Glenn Sherman, Eng. Mike DuBois, FF Ryan Hintz
Eng421 – Lt. Bill Alstchwager, Lt Todd Schadrie, Eng. Chris Stangler, FF Matt Stremer
Crews were dispatched to the area of I-43 and the Leo Frigo bridge for the report of a person
threatening to jump. As crews arrived the subject went over the barrier and out onto a bridge
pier. On arrival Lt. Altschwager made the decision to place the Zodiak boat in the water and
stage it south of the incident in the event the person did jump. As crews were staging and
standing by, the subject jumped off the bridge and into the water below. Within seconds the
Zodiak crew was able to rescue the person by placing a member in the water to keep them
afloat until the crew could lift the person into the boat. The crew got the subject into the boat and
then quickly made for the metro boat launch to an awaiting ambulance.
Unit Citation
Lad421 – Lt. Jesse Linck, Eng. Tyler Gerrits, FF Robert Paul
Eng471 – Capt. Chad Hadzima, Eng. Kurt Gunn, FF Luca Gretzinger, FF Taylor Noe
Am471 – Eng. John Crabbe, FF Brock Ploederl
LA421, EN471, AM471 and BC411 responded at 22:28 on 3/28/2017 for a rollover accident on
University Ave. at I-43. On scene it was discovered the vehicle had left I-43, 30 ft. above
University Ave, and landed on its roof. The car suffered severe damage with the driver trapped
in the vehicle. The crews used step chocks and box cribbing to stabilize the vehicle, and
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extrication and hand tools to free the trapped driver. The three units came together as a team
and used extreme ingenuity to free the trapped driver in under 15 minutes. Their skill and
resourcefulness resulted in a positive outcome for this patient. For their exemplary service to
this citizen of the City of Green Bay, I nominate this crew for a Unit Citation.
Unit Citation
Lad421 and Med421 – Lt. Jesse Linck, Eng. Tim Hattendorf, FF Nick Ott, FF Brock Ploederl
GBMFD units were dispatched for a boat that had run aground onto the west shore of the Fox
River underneath the Leo Frigo Bridge with reported injuries. LAD421 and MED421 deployed
Marine 1 to search for the stranded boaters. Initial efforts were unsuccessful in locating the
stranded boaters. Dispatch reported the caller stated one 1 pt was unconscious with unknown
breathing, 1 had severe facial lacerations and 2 with unknown injuries. Dispatch also stated
the caller said that their cell phone battery power was down to 3% but they were able to ping the
phone at Grassy Island. Marine 1 was directed to go out into Green Bay in inclement weather
(high winds, rain, and large waves) and search for the stranded boaters on or near Grassy
Island. Traveling in high winds and rain, Marine 1 was able to locate the crashed vessel on top
of the Cat Island wall with 4 persons with severe injuries 200 yards west the main channel of the
bay. Marine 1’s crew was able to package up all four pts in the inclement weather and transport
all four back to Metro launch for transport to the hospital.
2017 Citizen Awards were as follows:
Meghan Fitzpatrick & Britanny Downer for their actions and performing CPR to a motorist in
cardiac arrest on 4/24/2017
Michael Poral, James Demerath, and Melissa Celestino for their actions and performing CPR to
a 3 month old on 5/19/2017
Jenae Hedman for her actions and performing CPR to a MVA victim on 11/11/2017
Robert Linz for his actions on rescuing an unconscious 3 year old from a swimming pool on
11/17/2017
Teresa Johnson for her actions and performing CPR on 11/25/2017
2018 Awards
Meritorious Service Award
FF Shauna Walesh and FF Logan Simkowski
Logan Simkowski and Shauna Walesh head up the high school explorer program for GBMFD.
They both volunteer countless hours assisting, mentoring, and instructing future fire fighters.
Unit Citation
ENG461 – LT Scott Gudowicz, FF Ryan Searer, FF Jeremy Franke, FF Benedict Felckowski
MED461 – Lt. Dan Chatham, FF Curtis Halbach
Eng461 and Med461 were dispatched for a female that was pregnant and her water had
broken. Upon arrival she was transferred to M461 and transported to Aurora Hospital with E461
crew. While enroute to the hospital delivery was imminent and presented a potential prolapsed
cord and/or cord wrapped around the baby's neck. The cord and baby delivered at the same
time, and a healthy baby boy was delivered by M461 and E461.
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Unit Citation
LAD421 – Lt. Chris Heil, Eng. Karl Markhardt, FF Todd Madson
ENG421 – Lt. Chad Bronkhorst, Eng. Quincy Koltz, FF Ryan Waldinger, FF Justin Bauer
MED421 – Lt. Kyle Koch, FF Shane Hanson, FF Gerald Cravillion
Station 2 crews responded to a heavily involved structure fire in an eight unit apartment building
with occupants trapped. The crews held the fire in check while simultaneously performing
rescues of individuals trapped in apartments. The crews performed flawlessly and prevented fire
from consuming the entire building.
Distinguished Service Award
FF Todd Madson
FF Madson responded to a heavily involved structure fire in an eight unit apartment building with
occupants trapped. Firefighter Madson was able to rescue two women from a smoke filled
apartment via ground ladder from the second story window. Firefighter Madson’s quick actions
ensured the women made it out of the apartment before being overcome by smoke.
2018 Certificate of Appreciation
Pastor Andrew Collins
Pastor Andrew Collins earned a Certificate of Appreciation for his actions at a structure fire in
the Village of Ashwaubenon. Pastor Collins witnessed smoke coming from a home on Marlee
Lane and alerted residents and helped them get to safety.
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Firefighting Equipment
Battalion Chief Robert Wiegert
Battalion Chief Robert Wiegert oversees the firefighting and rescue equipment carried on the 10
Engine and 4 Ladder Companies and numerous auxiliary vehicles maintained and operated by
the Green Bay Metro Fire Department.
Firefighting equipment purchases in 2018 focused on items that increased firefighter safety and
operational efficiency as well as the elevating the level of service provided to the public.
4 Gas Monitors
8 new monitors were purchased to allow us to expand our
capabilities in monitoring for dangerous, hazardous, toxic
or explosive levels of gasses in the atmosphere. These
measurements include Oxygen Level, Explosive Limits
and Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen Sulfide levels. Until
this purchase, most Engine Companies could not monitor
for dangerous environments when arriving on scene.
Engine Companies had to wait for a Ladder Company,
which put the public and responders at increased risk. It
also increased the time occupants may have remained
inside a building they should have evacuated or were
forced to be evacuated from a building when they could
have been allowed to safely re-enter.
Highpoint Anchor Systems
3 new highpoint anchor systems were purchased to replace 3 systems that were well beyond
their service life. These systems can be used to rapidly
remove an incapacitated person from either elevated or
below grade locations. The system allows 2 or 3 people
to rapidly do what would otherwise require far more
personnel. These are designed to be deployed when the
rapid removal of a person is required due to their
presence in an atmosphere that is immediately
dangerous to life and health. Examples of these are an
oxygen deficient below grade location or an area filled
with high heat and toxic gases such as a building on fire.
Vehicle Stabilization Struts
3 sets of vehicle stabilization struts were purchased and
placed on each Ladder Company. These are rapidly adjustable, metal shoring devices used to
stabilize an unstable object, such as a vehicle after a motor vehicle
crash. Each set includes four adjustable struts in various lengths.
These rapidly deployable devices secure and stabilize a load to allow
rescuers to safely work around the incident. Previously, rescuers used
chunks of wood to attempt to secure the object.
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A major change in equipment for 2017 was the evaluation and purchase of new hydraulic
extrication rescue tools. Previously,
GBMFD
extrication
tools
were
approximately 11 years old. High
Strength, Ultra High Strength, and Boron
type steels used in manufacturing new
vehicles, along with modern construction
techniques, required us to update our
tools to perform extrications. These new
construction materials and techniques had
rendered our old tools substandard or, in
many cases, completely ineffective in
performing extrications on many of the
vehicles currently on the road.
A committee of end users from the
GBMFD was tasked with evaluating the five major brands of extrication tool systems. All five
major manufacturers were given an opportunity to describe and demonstrate their current line of
tools. Each was then brought back with their tools for a 4 hour hands on trial where committee
members performed numerous extrication procedures on vehicles in a local salvage yard. Each
member scored and commented on the design and function of each of the tools. Scores and
comments were then compiled to develop a recommendation of the best tool. After this process,
it was the committee’s conclusion that the Holmatro brand provided the best performing system.
The tools were purchased in late 2017 and placed in service at the end of that year.
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Communications and Large Equipment
Battalion Chief Drew Spielman
Battalion Chief Drew Spielman is assigned the tasks of managing the fire department radio and
Mobile Data Computer (MDC) systems, and Fire/EMS apparatus specifications.
2017 and 2018 brought a continued effort to improve the interoperability of the Green Bay Metro
Fire Department, a digital vehicle repeater system was put in to service all portable radios were
recently upgraded. The upgrade included adding VHF State Mutual Aid Channels which
provides full inter-operability throughout the State. A new base radio was also installed at Fire
Station 6.
Battalion Chief Spielman worked with Green Bay Radio Technician Randy Frailing to maintain
and update the departments approximately 95 portable radios, 30 mobile radios, and 8 base
radios firmware and tuning during 2017 and 2018. This is a critically important annual project.
Each radio is essential a small computer that is used for mission critical communications every
day. 2017 and 2018 also saw a changeover in all department mobile data computers.
The apparatus specification committee designed, ordered, and received delivery of a new
pumper from E-One. The new pumper has design features for added safety of our members.
New features include outside cabinets for contaminated gear, removing the SCBA from the
officer seat, and mounting of equipment in positions that allow members to retrieve equipment
while standing on the ground. This new pumper has been assigned to Engine 5 at Anrie Wolff
Fire Station 5 on Finger Road. It replaces a 2004 pumper with over 100,000 miles on it.
The ambulance specification committee ordered and took delivery of 2 new ambulances from
Life Line. These ambulances were assigned to Med 5 at Arnie Wolff Station 5 on Finger Road
and Med 3 at Station 3 on Shawano Ave. The design was continued from the previous units
ordered. The rear interior layout is configured to improve the safety of our members while
performing patient care during transport. Another feature that should prove a cost savings over
time is the use of a heavy duty truck chassis with 4x4 capabilities. With heavier duty
components, the life of these units is extended while overall maintenance costs are reduced
over the entire lifespan. This is a major hurdle considering our med units respond to over 9,000
calls for EMS service a year.
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Marine Operations
Battalion Chief Dave Kolz
GBMFD has operated Marine 1 for the second full season in 2017. Marine 1 is a 28’ Lake
Assault fire boat with twin 225HP Honda four stroke outboard motors. Other specifications
include:
- Optimax 360 joystick steering system for ease of operations
-1500 GPM rated Darley fire pump (ability to pump to land based operations)
- FLIR M-324XP infrared imaging video camera
- (2) 12” Lowrance HDS GPS/sonar/chart plotting/structure scan sonar
- Lowrance 4G radar
- Bow and side doors for ease of rescue
In 2018 Marine 1 responded to 9 calls for service while WR2 responded to 16 calls.
The GBMFD Marine Division trained extensively in 2017 and 2018 in water rescue, boat
operation and ice rescue for a total of 729
and 849 in the respective years. Training
topics include; search and rescue, fire
suppression and booming operations.
The GBMFD established a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with the Brown County
Sheriffs’ Department for search and rescue
operations and EMS responses on the Bay
of Green Bay. The new agreement allows
the GBMFD Marine Division to respond with
required medical equipment and
EMT’s/Paramedics to any EMS call on the
Bay of Green Bay. This agreement, along
with an MOU with the USCG, allow GBMFD to continue to be a leader for government response
agencies for on water rescues and hazardous spill preparedness. Our model agreement with
local oil companies for oil spill response is used as a platform around the country for other
agencies to model. The GBMFD has equipped all engine and ladder companies with new PFD’s
in 2018.
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Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
Battalion Chief Dave Kolz
In 2017 one SCBA Technician was replaced due to a promotion. Our on duty SCBA service
technicians consist of 3 personnel. Our technicians serviced and maintained 121 SCBA packs,
293 air tanks, and 8 breathing air cascade and compressor systems. Every year, GBMFD
technicians provide face piece fit testing for each individual breathing mask for our firefighters
using our new Quantifit Respirator Fit testing system purchased in 2018. The new system
allows for less man hours of testing but providing more efficient data to our technicians. We
provided NFPA required annual SCBA review for all of members in 2018.
The GBMFD trained extensively in 2018 on SCBA usage, RIT training, and SCBA
Communications. We continue to monitor industry standards for NFPA 1981 and provide our
technicians with biannual recertification. In 2018, plans began to replace our entire compliment
of SCBA due to their age and being several NFPA Standard revisions out of date. The project to
replace these mission critical tools will be very labor intensive and require a multi-year process
of specification, procurement, training, and finally, deployment.

Fire Marshal’s Office
Captain Joe Gabe
The Green Bay fire Marshal’s Office duties and responsibilities include but are not limited to
annual fire inspections, code enforcement, compliance inspections, fire suppression system
testing, fire investigation, public education, public relations, plan review, issuing variances, and
other activities aimed at reducing loss of life and property as a result of fire, throughout the City
of Green Bay.
The Fire Marshal’s Office oversaw approximately 5,321 inspection visits in 2017 and 5,415 in
2018. These inspections include initial occupancy inspections, routine fire inspections, follow-up
inspections, and complaint fire code enforcement inspections. 1,290 and 1,156 of the
inspections were completed by the Fire Marshal’s Office in each year, respectively. Between
2017 and 2018, a total of 97
hydrostatic fire sprinkler tests
were conducted, 57 new Fire
Alarm Systems Acceptance
tests and 213 building site
plans were reviewed, with 6
building variances approved
by this office. A total of 2,953
fire code violations were noted
during the 2017/2018 annual
fire inspections.
During the same time frame,
the Fire Marshal’s Office has
filled
approximately
200
requests for fire reports and
completed
property
file
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research for Phase I Environmental site assessments on approximately 156 properties in the
City of Green Bay in response to requests for Underground Storage and Above Ground Storage
Tank requests by various Environmental Engineering Companies.
Over the two years, the Fire Marshal’s Office approved 84 Fireworks permits, which included
site visits to each display location prior to the issuing of a valid permit. A fireworks permit is
required by code in order to have a legal fireworks display in the City of Green Bay.
The Fire Marshal’s Office underwent significant changes in 2017 with the addition of a fourth
inspector/ investigator to assist with the work load. The fire marshals welcomed Lt. Mike
Ireland and Lt. Todd Coolman to the office to fill the fourth position and a second open vacancy.
With the addition of the fourth inspector/investigator the Fire Marshal’s office was able to
implement an on call system for fire investigation that has an investigators/inspectors being on
call for a week at a time. With the on call system the Fire Marshal’s Office was able to cover
every fire where an investigator was requested. In 2018, the Fire Marshal’s Office welcomed Lt.
Cody Johnson who lateraled into an inspector/investigator position from the PIO/Public
Educator position after the retirement of longtime deputy Fire Marshal Lt. Robert Gering.
Shauna Walesh then promoted to the position of PIO/Public Educator position from being a
firefighter.
Fire investigation is another key responsibility of the Fire Marshal’s Office. The office is required
to oversee, retain records of, and conduct follow-up on all fire investigations conducted within
the City of Green Bay and Allouez. During 2017, the Fire Marshal’s Office conducted 62 in
depth fire investigations, including the first fire fatality in years as an elderly female succumbed
to her injuries from a fire in Allouez in March. In 2018, there were 59 in depth fire investigations,
0 fire fatalities, 16 civilian fire injuries, and 1 fire fighter injury reported during firefighting efforts.
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Each month every incident is electronically reported to the United States Fire Administration,
(USFA). In 2017 fires resulted in a total dollar loss of approximately $2,245,131.00 In 2018
fires resulted in a total dollar loss of approximately $3,203,120.
Two adults and seven juveniles were arrested for the crime of arson in 2017 as the result of
collaborative investigations between the GBMFD fire Marshal’s Office and the GBPD Detective
Division. One adult male was sentenced to 10 years in prison and 20 years of extended
supervision for the 2016 Ten-O-One Club Arson fire.
Three of the large loss fires were recorded in 2018 with the first one being located at 150 South
Fisk Street Apartment building that was a 24 unit apartment building unit that sustained
$500,000.00 in fire damage on July 12, 2018. The second large loss fire included three semi
tractors parked adjacent to each other in the parking lot located at 2020 Angie Avenue on
February 22, 2018 that sustained $300,000.00 in fire damage as a result of the burned vehicles.
The third large loss fire occurred on April 25th 2018 and was a seven unit apartment building
located at 1444 smith Street which resulted in $178,000 in fire damage and 11 civilian injuries.
Eleven arson cases were recorded in 2018 with many being JFS (Juvenile Fire Setter) cases
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referred the Juvenile Fire Setter Program. One adult and one juvenile were arrested for the
crime of arson in 2018 as the result investigations between the GBMFD and GBPD.

Life Safety Education
Lieutenant Shauna Walesh
The Life Safety Educator (LSE) is part of the Fire Marshal’s Office and is responsible for educating the
public on fire prevention, life safety practices, and
injury prevention as well as overseeing and
coordinating the Department’s education and
prevention activities as they interact with the
public. Identifying trends in calls and strategizing
ways to prevent injuries and fires is also one of
the core duties of the LSE. The LSE also fills the
role of Public Information Officer to disseminate
information regarding incidents and safety
messages to the public. In February of 2018,
Lieutenant Cody Johnson, who had been the Life
Safety Educator since March 2016, was promoted
to Fire Inspector. Firefighter/Paramedic Shauna
Walesh stepped in the position in May.
In 2018, the Green Bay Metro Fire Department
made contact with 46,942 people through education and community events throughout the City of Green
Bay and the Village of Allouez. Some of the events and programs that took place were school visits, fire
prevention presentations, car seat inspections, fall and injury prevention expositions, career fairs, health
fairs, fire extinguisher training, fire drills, station tours and other educational and community platforms.

Notables for 2018 are as follows:


Over 40 classroom visits took place during Fire Prevention Month (October). These
visits included a fire safety talk, firefighter familiarization and getting a hands-on tour of
a fire truck.



71 smoke alarms and carbon
monoxide detectors were
installed and 16 Safety
Inspections were completed in
41 homes.



77 contacts were made with
local media to disperse safety
messages and give updates of
emergency scenes
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A new program was started, partnered with the Green Bay Police Department, to
encourage young women’s interest into traditional male dominated careers, such as
police officer, firefighter and paramedic. The target group for the first year of this
program was sophomore girls in high school. An assembly, which took place in three of
the four Green Bay Public High Schools, was presented to this age range discussing
briefly what public service careers entail and what it’s like to be a woman in those
careers. A hands-on demonstration day took place with 12 interested students following
the assemblies. During this demonstration day, students got the chance to try on police
gear, learn basic emergency medical skills, wear firefighter turnout gear and so much
more. In future years, the hope is to extend and expand this opportunity to more
students.



The Green Bay Metro Fire Explorer Post 9489
quadrupled in size with a record of 16 students enrolled.
Students range from 14-20 years of age.



Posted 188 social media alerts; these alerts included
safety messages, updated information on emergency
scenes, department history facts, community events,
personnel updates, etc.
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EMS Division
The EMS Division is responsible for the delivery and management of the Green Bay
Metro Fire Department (GBMFD) ambulance service to the City of Green Bay and the
Village of Allouez. The EMS Division consists of 1 Assistant Chief and 3 Captains.
GBMFD delivers a paramedic Advanced Life Support (ALS) service. In 2018, 5
ambulances were staffed with at least 2 paramedics with a 6th ambulance being
operated at Station 7 part-time based on staffing levels. All members of the department
are licensed to a minimum level of EMT-Basic. Currently, the department is made up of
110 paramedics and 80 EMT-Basics, all of whom are available to our customers 24
hours a day, 365 days a year.
There are many reasons someone may need to access the ambulance service. In 2018
patient injuries from falling was the number 1 reason for requesting an ambulance as
seen below. This statistic again shows the need to continue the Brown County ADRC
fall prevention program.

20 Most Common Reasons to Access EMS
System
Bleeding
Other
Dizziness
Stroke
Traumatic Injury
Fainting
Overdose
Diabetic
Unconscious
Unknown
Altered Mental status
Abdominal Pain
Weekness
Seizure
Pain
Sick Person
Traffic Accident
Chest Pain
Breathing Problem
Fall

146
148
165
205
214
218
254
256
259
260
294
320
344
397
414
423
432

604
963
1233
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GBMFD EMS personnel are trained to respond to all ages of patients. As you can see
in the chart below we interact with a wide range of patients.

Patient Ages
90+
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Green Bay Metro Fire Department Training Division
Assistant Chief Chris Ehmann

The Training Division is responsible for creating, delivering, and guiding high quality
training to all members of the Green Bay Metro Fire Department. The 3 training
Captains plan training based upon the needs of the department, current Standard
Operating Guidelines (SOG’s), or changes to them, along with basic firefighting skills.
The Training Division is also responsible for training new recruit firefighters.
March 5, 2018 six new firefighters started their career with
GBMFD. The new recruits took part in an eight week training
academy delivered by the Training Division. Probationary
firefighters are challenged mentally and physical during the
eight week academy. All six recruits made it to graduation day
on April 27, 2018.
Many training hours are dedicated to basic firefighting skills,
which are the backbone of our responsibilities. The department
identified the development of company officers as a focus area
in 2018. A committee of department members put in many
hours developing topics that are necessary to be an effective
company officer. This led to the roll out of the GBMFD
Captain’s Rank Academy.
Instructional classes were delivered on Officer
Responsibilities, Personnel Management, Safety & Health, Legal Issues, Community &
Public Relations, Fire Prevention, Training, and Emergency Response. The final
classes will be delivered in early 2019. After an evaluation of the curriculum and
adjustments made as needed, the curriculum will be delivered to current GBMFD
Lieutenants. This coming year will also bring the development of Rank Academies for
Engineers promoting to Lieutenants, and Firefighters promoting to Engineers.
In 2018 the Training Division delivered updated training to all department personnel on
the topic of rope rescue. All members are trained to perform high level rope rescues
using our ladder trucks. Six new
rope rescue devices made by
CMC were purchased for ladder
trucks and the Technical Rescue
Team. These easy to use devices
provide more flexibility and rapid
deployment to our crews. The
picture to the left shows the device
in use.

In 2017 a new high-rise response SOG was issued. Crews trained on this new SOG
throughout 2017 making sure all personnel were comfortable with the changes. In 2018
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the high-rise drill was once again revisited to reinforce the training from the previous
year. This multi-company training took place at Mason Manor over multiple days.
The Training Division was also able to deliver training at
acquired structures where crews were able to work on vent enter
search techniques, building searches, hose advancement, and
transitional attack. The GBMFD would like to thank Dan Goben
Trucks for the use of these structures.
Also in 2018 a multi-vehicle car crash scenario
was set up for all crews to take part in. Vehicles
were place with multiple victims that needed
medical attention. Non-traditional extrication was
needed to access victims.
New vehicle
stabilization devises were used in the training to
allow crews more experience using the new equipment in different
scenarios.
The Training Division will have a new look in 2019 as Assistant Chief Chris Ehmann
retired and 1 Training Captain was moved back to the Suppression Division. This
leaves a new Assistant Chief and 2 training Captains to coordinate the training needs of
the entire department. In 2019 we look forward to training with neighboring
departments, as we continue mutual aid with these departments. The need to share
services in tight budget times is becoming more evident every day. More training will be
delivered with our new records management system as we implement more modules as
they come online. Lesson plans for mandatory training will be created and assigned to
Station Captains for delivery to their personnel. This will standardize many of the
mandatory training topics that need to be delivered to department personnel.
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